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Owen rolls over in his bed and glances over at his calendar with distaste. For

being in 2070, life isn’t all that great. He’s got a full day ahead of him, and not

full of fun things. It’s not that he dislikes his grandma, it's just that she never

stops bringing up stories from the past. Occasionally they’re interesting, but

most of the time he tunes them out and responds with a smile and a nod.  
 

“Owen! You gotta get up! We’re out the door in 10 minutes” Sandra,

Owen’s mom yells to him as she pours her coffee. 

“I know! I am!!” he yells back. 

He slips his Vans on and meets his mom in the car. They turn the corner onto

West Bay Drive. Owen glances out the frosted window at the bay. For

December there’s still a fair amount of people out. They pass over the estuary

and wave at a kayaker passing under the bridge. They travel up the hill, take a

few rights and a left and pull into his grandma’s driveway. They head inside

and hang their heavy coats in the closet as Mary, Owen’s grandma, walks in the

doorway from the kitchen. 

“Sandra, are you staying?” Mary asks her daughter. 
 
“No sorry mom, I have a few Christmas errands to run.” she winks at

Owen.
 
“Oh great.” Owen thinks to himself. A whole afternoon of old stories just

me and Grandma.
 

 
Sandra heads out the door and Owen makes his way to the couch where Mary

brings him a cup of cocoa. 

“How’s school going?” she asks.

Capitol Lake As An Estuary
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“Fine I guess, only a week until winter break so we haven’t been doing  much.

We’ve been learning about the estuary and how it used to be a lake.  It’s pretty

interesting, 

I can’t imagine it as a lake.” He replies to his grandma.

“That makes me so happy! Did you know that when I was your 

age it was still a lake?” she responds happily. 
 
“Oh really?” Owen asks. “In fact I might still have some old poster 

boards from when I was advocating for the estuary.”

 Mary says as she gets up and begins to wander off to find them. She quickly

returns with an armful of colorful poster boards. 

“Woah! This is so cool! I had no idea you knew so much.” Owen responds

astonished.
 
 “Maybe today will be a good day..” He thought to himself. 

He started taking pictures of the poster boards to show his class and teacher.

 It was just what they had been learning about. He read off the top bullet points in

his head. It read “Benefits of an Estuary.” The three main reasons he gathered were

blue carbon sequestration, improved water quality, and the survival of one of the

keystone species of the Puget Sound Region, salmon. 

“Should I put these away now or do you wanna keep looking at them?” Mary

asked.
 
“Please keep them out! But also, what’s blue carbon sequestration?” He asks.
 

With a grin on her face she responds “blue carbon is the ability of tidal wetlands

and seagrass habitats to sequester and store carbon and other greenhouse gases. By

restoring Capitol Lake to an estuary we were able to offer a place-based approach to

addressing the problem of rising atmospheric carbon levels.”

Capitol Lake As An Estuary
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“Oh wait, we’ve been learning about that. I forgot it was called blue carbon

sequestration. It’s coming back to me now, wetlands act as carbon sponges but

can also release that stored carbon when drained or degraded, right?” He glances

down at his phone with his notes from class.

“Exactly!” she says with anticipation.
 

 “What about the salmon? Why was the lake an issue for them?” 

Owens asks with a confused look. 
 

“Here, look at this picture.” Mary says as carefully pulls the image off the board

and hands it to Owen. “That’s a redd. Salmon lay their eggs in redds, but the

substrate of the lake was so muddy it lacked those. After decades of damming

up the Deschutes River the sediments filled into the lake basin which would

have required dredging, or else it would have filled in completely and turned

into a marsh. There used to be a dam on 5th Avenue, but it was impeding

migration of incoming spawning Chinook and outgoing Chinook frye to south

Puget Sound. Fisheries are a main source for our economy and this dam

prevented more salmon from swimming to Puget Sound.”
 

“Oh I guess I never thought of that. I wonder why they didn’t restore it sooner?”

Owen replies looking puzzled. “Why was water quality a concern? I thought the

water quality here is good? We just went testing in October.”

 

“It wasn’t always that way. Actually, Capitol Lake had been failing to meet

Washington’s water standards for decades. It was even considered an impaired

water. With stagnant water comes higher temperatures and Salmon require

water colder than 12℃. Stagnant water also brought lower dissolved oxygen,

Salmon need at least 9mg/L.”

Capitol Lake As An Estuary
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“I think we’re learning about that tomorrow actually. Tuesday we learned

about the stormwater run-off and sediment build-up.” Owen says as he sets

the pictures down.
 
“What have you learned about them?” Mary asks Owen excitedly that they

share an interest. 
 

Owen pulls out his notes on his phone to double check his memory. “I wrote down

that stormwater runoff causes high nitrates which leads to eutrophication.

Sediment build-up causes many problems but within water quality it causes

higher turbidity, which affects salmon ability to find food and navigate.” he says.

“Exactly! Here I have that on my poster boards too!” Mary responds impressed

with Owen’s knowledge.
 
“We should go down to the estuary right now! I feel like it’s so much more

exciting with all this new information and I wanna try and picture the lake.

You should bring some of your old pictures with us!” Owen yells as he runs to

the closet and grabs his coat. 
 
“Sure! I’ll go grab my coat. Make sure you text your mom and tell her we’re

going down there.” Mary says as she gets up from the couch to grab her coat

and keys.

They spent the whole afternoon admiring the estuary. Watching the kayakers go

by; waving at some birdwatchers all bundled up as they grab their binoculars, and

observing the habitat thousands of birds, mammals, and fish use to live, feed, and

reproduce. There weren’t any people out fishing day, probably because it was so

cold, but Owen always looked forward to watching them catch fish and set them

free again. Owen’s boring day turned out to be one of his favorite days ever. He

was so excited to go back to school and share with his classmates and teacher all

that he had learned.

Capitol Lake As An Estuary
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For more information I highly recommend checking out

https://deschutesestuary.org/dert/restoring-the-estuary/ 

And watch the video on the main page!

 

More information

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hLoCtAw5DSvQlG7quBwlHbM0W

ufRs-kD9d3e4gAwbNI/edit?usp=sharing
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rivers were once filled,

brimmed with hope.

but now water struggles.

and so do you.

have you no regard,

have you no regrets?

run it dry.

taps that were once full,

sure and ready,

now barely drip.

are you thirsty?

almost everything has died.

but you say, 

“won’t we all die someday”

we will.

but is it your fault?

run it dry.

run it dry.

oceans that were once deep,

When Rivers Run Dry

wise and strong,

spilling over with secrets,

are now cracked and dehydrated.

the only secret now,

is how long we have left

to

live.

time has run out.

It’s your fault.

but it’s mine too.

run it dry.

run it dry.

run it dry.
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Skipping down the road, she holds her sister’s hand tightly. Nearly six with

pigtails and a broken tooth. It’s the middle of January and the air is frigid.

“Susan, Susan, when will the snow come?”
 

Her sister looks down at her and smiles. Nearly twelve, she exudes worldly

knowledge.

“It’ll snow soon Eda. Remember, it snowed at the beginning of January last

year. I doubt we have long.”

Little Eda squeals and goes flying off, looping a tree before running back to her

sister’s side. Susan continues. “Besides, it’s snowed every year. Why should this

year be any different?”

Eda frowns, pieces connecting in her six-year-old mind that most people would

discard out of hand. “If this year is like last year, why didn’t it snow at the

beginning of January?”

Laughing, Susan pulls her into a hug which lasts only until Eda manages to

shove her way out, face red. “Stop! It’s not funny.”
 

“You’re right,” Susan said, contrite but still grinning. “But it’s always been like that.

The snow doesn’t come on the same day every year, silly. You remember four

years ago?” Eda nods uncertainly, surely not remembering but too embarrassed to

say so. “It snowed in December then. We had snow on Christmas! And I got a sled,

and you went sliding around on it with me.”
 

“Yeah, I remember that,” Eda replies. No doubt remembering the many photos

stuck around their house documenting the occasion. She smiles and reaches for

her sister’s hand again, no longer mad.

“I promise, the snow will come. Maybe - ” Susan drops her voice to a whisper -

“maybe the river will freeze over!΅

When Will the Snow Come?
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Wrinkling her brow, Eda turns to look up at Susan. “The river doesn’t freeze

over. That would be weird.”

Susan stops, confused. “Of course the river freezes over. When I was eight we

went skating on it, when I was ten we’d throw rocks at it and see how big a

hole we could make. You just haven’t been alive long enough - you’ll see.

When you’re eight, the river will freeze and you and me can go ice skating

on it.”

Eda shrugs, already pulling her hand out of Susan’s. What did a hypothetical

situation have to do with her? “I bet I can get to the Sound before you can.”

“No, wait,” Susan begins, but Eda is gone. “It did freeze over. My whole life.

It’s just taking a break now - you wait and see. Someday we’ll be making

snowmen on the river and then you’ll be wrong.” Feeling a smile break out

across her face, she sprints forward to catch Eda, already heading for the

pebbly beach.

When Will the Snow Come?
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Paper trees springing out of the woodwork in fifth grade

Little pine branches swinging gently in drafts

Sold for five fake dollars in the pretend market

White boughs because we didn’t have any green
 

Paper money paid for paper trees gladly given away

Fifth grader walks away, tree in one hand

More fake dollars to spend in the other

Asks her mother, ‘How many trees are there?’
 

Paper cranes bought with paper money paid for paper trees

Hanging from the ceiling in delicate rows

Whispering against each other in soft tones‘

They represent peace,’ says mother
 

Paper cut from the paper cranes bought with paper money paid for paper trees

Shock first, then pain. Panic. Paper?‘

What happened? Oh, sweetie it’s okay.’

Red blood dripping onto white trees
 

Hall empty. Lights out.

The paper cranes whisper

Love and care

The paper trees think

Not as many as there were

The paper money wonders

What determines reality?

Paper, stained red

Crumpled

Forgotten

Alone

Paper Trees
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1. I think I might be in heaven.

I. The first thing I noticed was the smell. How to describe it? It consisted

of three  things.

a. Water, the fresh kind you can only get straight from the purifier.

I had some for my birthday last year, I couldn’t believe my sister

would splurge like that.

 

b. Fresh plants, rarer still. This smell particularly reminded me of

the     carrot that I was allowed to try once, many years ago. But

carrots need too much water, so we never grew them again.

 

c. Life. It smelled exactly like the forest I once found around a

stream.     There were armed guards by the stream so I didn’t get too

close, but     from where I was hiding I could smell the pine trees

and it was the best thing I ever experienced.

(Except maybe the carrot)

Heaven

II. The second thing I noticed was when I opened my eyes. Green. I had

never      seen that much green before.

a. Fluffy little cushiony things covered the ground, interspersed

with     square bits of dark brown, moist dirt.(I have never seen dirt

like this before)

 

b. The square bits of dirt had other green things in them which

looked like  they used more water than even carrots had.

 

c. A couple green leafy things had other colored items hanging from

them,  impossibly large and impossibly bright.

(There is a round red one lying in the dirt, broken open. Inside 

is so much water I could die).
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III. The third thing I noticed was something that had been in the

background the entire time, and that I only then became aware of.

a. A buzzing, humming sound which appeared to emanate from

several  dozen small flying insects.

 

b. As I watched, one landed on a leafy green thing and stopped

buzzing.

(I’m starting to think the green things must be plants, although I    

didn’t know they could be that color).

Heaven

1. The fourth thing I noticed was the enclosure. This told me that I was not in heaven.

I. It surrounded us and the greenery, about thirty meters in diameter.

a. Gray walls arced high over our heads and back down to the ground  behind

us.

 

b. It seemed to be made of metal, although how someone got that much metal

is beyond me. And why use it on a building?

(Strange that a material so necessary on the Dead Planet should be   

in so much abundance here)

II. I hadn’t noticed it at first because many strange glowing things were attached      

to it and they created the illusion of sky.  Dialogue: 

“What- what’s up there? On the round metal thing?”  
                   
“Hm? Oh, the lights. They just create light on the inside of this  dome.

Without them the crops don’t grow. They use  electricity - too

complicated to explain right now. I promise we’ll discuss it some other

time.”

 

a. The ‘lights’ were large and round, and looked a bit like the moon but 

 instead of a large thing a long way off, they were small things close up.

 

b. I asked whether they reflected the light of the sun, but no one said    

 anything.
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Heaven

III. I turned around slowly to look at the interior of the dome. As I did so I  noticed

several things.

a. There was an opening where I had entered. It was made of the same metal 

as the dome but folded outwards. As I watched, it slowly folded inwards once

again.

(The smooth, unhurried movements of inanimate objects here remind me 

of the sinuous darting of what few fish are left back on the Dead Planet)
 

b. There were two other patches on the wall which appeared similar to the    

 entrance. I surmised that these must be other doors, although to what I  

had not the slightest clue.
 
c. Based on when I was able to see through the door I entered by, the walls    

 were at least a meter thick. No natural light shone in from anywhere. 

 

3. As we walked towards it, the door on the other side of the dome opened. We entered.

I. I was standing in a small, cramped space with several things in it.
 

a. Near the wall a tiny bed was set up. It had no covers and a single, black    

 sheet.
 

Dialogue: “Don’t we need covers? I hear it can get freezing here.”   
 
“You don’t think we’ve managed to survive without learning to                     

 regulate temperatures inside the domes, do you? Don’t worry,                          

 the nights are hot to help the plants grow.”
 

b. Besides the bed there was a small chest of drawers, which was the only    

 other piece of furniture.(Between them the bed and the chest cover about

seventy percent  of the space in the room)
 

Dialogue: “This is your room. Sorry it’s cramped - you won’t have to               

spend much time in it. Tending the plants is the main requirement of

your job, but there is plenty of other work that we would be more than

happy to give you.”
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Heaven

II. Cramped?

Dialogue: “Oh.”                  

“You don’t like it?”                  

“No, it’s so beautiful. I think I might cry.” 

4. Three months later, I went to the infirmary.

I. My head hurt and I’d been feeling weak for days, but I couldn’t just stop   

 working.

a. If I stopped, they might send me back to the Dead Planet.
 
b. If I stopped, I wouldn’t be able to smell the plants.

 

II. I started vomiting after two months of work, but it wasn’t until I began to 

see blood that I signed myself up for a check-in.
 

a. There was a slow turnaround - it was a month before they could see me.
 
III. By the time I arrived I could barely breathe, I was choking on blood and my

vision was blurring. My hair had been coming out by the fistfuls for days.

 

IV. The nurse took one look and got a syringe. I felt it enter my arm.

a. I didn’t feel anything else.

b. I think I was wrong.

c. I think this is heaven.
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The camp has spread across the parking lot of the abandoned elementary school -

converted into refugee housing when parents chose to keep their children at home.

The air is far too dangerous to risk daily trips from the house to the car to the

school and back again. The low, red school building shows signs of many hands,

multiple broken windows taped and sealed with plastic bags, anything to protect

the cleaner air inside. Signs in many languages on the main doors explain that this

building has reached full living capacity, directing newcomers to look for space in

one of the many tents sprawled across the school grounds. Some of the signs are

ineligible, covered in graffiti, they have not been replaced - or updated - in quite

some time. Social workers and maintenance crews alike spend as little time as

possible in the dirty air.

On this particular day, the sun shines somewhere, invisible beyond the thick haze

of smoke. Ash drifts periodically from the sky, an unneeded reminder to the

refugees of the fires which claimed their homes. Still coming closer. They should be

extinguished by now, they were at this time last year, but no one is surprised

anymore. With each cycle of the dying earth, the burning season gets a bit longer.

The camp is silent. Those in the tents are trying to sleep, sleep is all they seem to do

during these few weeks when the fires are at their worst. Sleeping, coughing.

Waiting for the brief period of time when the flames and smoke release their hold.

A light wind gusts fitfully down the cracked sidewalk, over the circular stones

bearing carved multilingual messages of welcome from the school long ago. A

paper flutters in the breeze. Water delivery weekly. It skids towards a tent, lodged

in the stained nylon. The wind dies down. The paper flaps, goes limp.

Peppers in the Sky

Olympia refugee camp 27, Garfield Elementary School, 2128
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The noise of a zipper cuts through the heavy silence. From a cluster of

makeshift living spaces near the main doors, tent cloth rustles. A small boy,

masked and wearing an oversized shirt, pokes his head from beneath the tent

door. He blinks, his eyes already starting to water, and disappears from view.

More rustling ensues, punctuated by whispers.

“You didn’t go out?”
 
“I put my head out-”
 
“Was it smoky still?”
 
A pause. “Yeah,”
 
A third voice joins the conversation, younger than the others, “What's
wrong with your eyes, Mateo?”
 
“The air is burning,”
 
“Huh? Like peppers in the sky?”
 
“Yeah.”
 
Another moment of silence, the tent flap shifts. “Can we go out?”
 
“C’mon. Quiet.”
  

Three children emerge from the tent, carefully zipping it behind them. They

tiptoe with exaggerated slowness across the abandoned concrete, they know

they are not allowed out, and they don’t want to wake anybody up. The boy

who poked his head out first leads the way, holding the hand of a girl with

messy curls. The boy is maybe seven, the girl no more than four. Another boy

about the age of the first brings up the rear. All three are wearing several

layers of masks, they stifle their coughs in their fists. They each carry a mostly

empty plastic water bottle, all on dire warnings from their parents to never put

them down - many things disappear here, but water is stolen fastest of all.

Peppers in the Sky
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Skirting around long-abandoned garden beds now used as dumpsters, the children

reach the wall of the school. Once red, it is covered with worn, peeling paint from

the early days of the refugee camp, when the air was better and the people staying

here had paint and hope in large supply. Ocean waves and spinning fish leap from

one corner of the wall, the little girl runs her hand over sharpie scribbles depicting

a tornado. All three look dubiously away from the line of letters that someone told

them are curse words. At the center of the wall they stop, gazing up at the mural of

the sun with a poem emblazoned across its surface. This is their favorite part of the

wall. The first boy glances at the words, sounding them out,
 

“The sun is shining. Bringing life we wait to feel its warmth-
 

Most of the poem is unreadable, covered in graffiti, he skims his eyes down to the

base of the wall and the very last lines.
 

“-waiting, maybe we cannot see, but the sun is always there.”
 

“Claire,” The little girl proclaims, pointing to the name at the end. She cannot read,

but has heard this poem read many times. 
 

“Claire,” They all repeat. Some unknown person from a time they will never see,

standing where their feet are standing, writing a poem about the sun.
 

They are all coughing loudly now, breathing getting harder, they gaze back at their

cramped tent, the slightly cleaner air.

“Wait,” One of them says, “Let’s look for the sun.”
 

They spin around, scanning the smoke-filled sky, until the little girl points, “There.”

There is a place where the smoke could be brighter, just a little bit, certainly not by

much, but they all face the direction they believe the sun to be with absolute

certainty.

They gaze up, eyes serious, looking at the sun for everyone in the tents, looking so

they don’t have to wonder if they are looking at the sun or just into more

nothingness, looking at the sun for Claire. Eyes streaming and lungs burning from

the peppers in the sky.

Peppers in the Sky
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Twenty years from now, I am a doctor working around the world, in the places where

the skills I have are most needed. It is a dangerous job, now so more than ever, and a

job that many warn me I am a fool to continue carrying out. And are they wrong?

People die, and yet I do this work, knowing that any day it could be me. 

 

I don’t want to die. I know I could find a job in many safer places, make more money,

but that is not why, long ago, I decided I wanted to be a doctor. Back then, I wanted to

care for the people the world overlooks, do something with the privilege I was given.

Really, I wanted to change the world. 

 

But did I actually think by the time I mattered, the world would still be alive to

change? I don’t know, when I saw the partisan mess that was politics, heard countless

times how urgent climate action was, how little time we had. Met people and was

shocked by their indifference, then realized how many they represented. I don’t 

think I saw a way out, even as I carried signs and wrote letters and spoke to officials,

and tried to believe that people in power could pull themselves together and save us.

My generation were representing hope, but how could we be heard in the 

cacophony of consumerism and special interest? We couldn’t.

 

Mostly now we doctors try to slow the bleeding of wounds caused by our indecision.

We care for survivors of hurricanes and tsunamis, once newsworthy disasters which

only continue to multiply to the point of normalcy. We try to save famine and

drought victims, little children with swollen stomachs and featherlight weight,

sometimes we succeed and sometimes we do not, but really, we are only delaying the

inevitable death of us all, even those who do not yet experience much different, who

do not yet feel the change that we witness where the crisis is striking first and

hardest, as we begin to succumb to the fate that our negligence has wrought. 

There is no longer the choice that we once might have made.

 

I first learned about entropy from a dear friend in high school. Everything slowly

decaying, crumbling, until eventually there is nothing left. As I do what I once

believed would make a difference, I see that subtle, already gathering dust.

Entropy
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Islo read the last sentence on the wrinkled letter. His mom wrote it about ten

years ago, with no inkling of what was to come. Since then, Islo was always

sensitive around the topic. He didn’t know her very well, but his heart hurt as he

read the letter. He sat in silence waiting for a miracle. Maybe the snow would

somehow cancel school, though it was online now so there was no way that

would happen. Maybe the internet would go out and he could do the things he

loved, the things she loved. But that was only his hopes and his watch would beep

any minute now—Meep! Meep! Meeep!

*hugh..* Islo takes his time climbing down the attic ladder, and makes his way to

the laptop. He begins his classes, bored all the way through and focused on

something entirely different. School in person was always his better fit, but he

had no choice this time, just like all of the other kids. He would much rather face

important problems in school instead of learning geometry. His friend Anfa was a

nice girl who had been by his side through school. Online school would have all

but separated them if they hadn’t lived in close neighborhoods. He could see her

on the other side of the screen, and he planned to go straight to her house after

school.

His classes dragged on from 9:00 till 2:00, but when they finally ended, he could

run over to Anfa’s house. He grabbed a bag of gluten free pretzels and rushed out

the door. He had never felt disconnected from his mother, and had always

mourned for her instead of acting. So on this new day, he had an idea. He didn’t

have a way to contact Anfa beforehand, yet she was already waiting for him at

the window! They met in the yard and he excitedly filled her in.

A Breath Out for a Breath In

“Your first breath took mine away.”
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“Wow.” She replied. “Islo, that’s great! You really are connected to your mom,

aren’t you?

”He grinned, “I didn’t want to have to wait, when I can start on my own!”

They started to contact their few friends and painted signs with real issues on

them, masks as well. Their friends spread the word. Soon they had a large group,

and even Islo’s father joined, and he was mostly working hard for them both.

This big group stood in the downtown square and fought for their world, just as

Islo’s mother had done.

 
“Islo, your mom is really proud of you.” Anfa smiled.
 
“Yeah, I guess she is.” He replied softly.
 
“It’s what she would have wanted.”
 
“Totally.”
 
“I’m proud of me too.”
 

“IF YOU CAN’T REUSE IT, REFUSE IT!”
 

“ONE CRYING BABY KEEPS A FAMILY AWAKE. A MASS OF A GYPSY

CHILDREN WILL WAKE UP THE ENTIRE WORLD!”
 

“WE ARE SKIPPING OUR LESSONS TO TEACH YOU ONE!”
 

“THERE IS NO PLANET B!”

 

A Breath Out for a Breath In
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Journal entry

May  29th, 2075

Today we crossed the border of Washington State and passed through Idaho. We only

know because the signs near the highway weren't completely destroyed. We had to

plan this part of the journey very carefully because of the fires and floods. We drove

right through the middle, fires on one side of the broken highway, water filling the

other. Then we had to off-road a bit and go through the ruins of another earthquake

site because the fires had engulfed a whole stretch of the highway. 

We’re probably gonna have to ditch this car soon because dad says there's something

wrong with the engine. That means more walking. I know it was bound to happen

sooner or later but I wish we wouldn't have to. I much prefer being safe inside the car

so nothing bad happens to anyone. Every time I think of walking I always remember

what happened when we had to walk through the floods in Spokane Valley. Jean

almost died in that road collapse. I can just picture the concrete crumbling out from

under his feet. I saw it in slow motion and it was like after everything that has

happened with the fires and the earthquakes, that was the moment that the world was

really ending. Everything would be over if my little brother really had died that day.

Now we have to drive up to Bonners Ferry, Idaho to go around the large floods in the

middle of the state. There are more fires along their border with Canada so we will

have to drive through some more shallow flooding areas. Thank goodness there are so

many roads still intact, otherwise we would never survive this trip. We are going to

stop for a break once we get to the dry spot near Kalispell, Montana and then continue

driving across the state so we can get around the rest of the water. The middle of

Montana is mostly just droughts and heat so we should be safer there.

That concludes this update of our journey. If I don't write again, everyone reading this

can assume we all, or at least me, died somehow. If not, then continue on to the next

segment.

Bye from Aria Artino - Ogusini, 15 years old

The Journey
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As soon as Aria opened the door, she knew something was wrong. They were

supposed to have stopped in a space that was mostly undestroyed. There was supposed

to be buildings intact and people and clean water. That is not what they saw. 

They stood on a hill. There was a bench not too far away, great for sitting on to watch

the sunrise and look at the beautiful city. There was supposed to be mountains and

cute buildings and a lake. All Aria saw was destruction. The buildings had all

collapsed. The lake was so filled with debris that it was grey. There were overturned

boats, sign posts, slabs of concrete, it was as if half the town had slid into the water.

There were no people in sight.

“Oh my goodness.” Aria’s mother said, hands on Jeans little shoulders. Jean's face

was screwed up in confusion, eyes darting around, trying to find the water. He also

knew this wasn't right. 
 
“All those people…” Her father said, standing at the edge of the overlook with his

hand over his mouth.
 
“What do we do now?” Aria asked, “There can’t be anything for us to salvage in

those ruins. Where are we going to go now?”
 
Her mother sighed. “We keep driving.”

 

Journal entry / June 16th, 2075

We passed the border of Wyoming a couple days ago, which means we can get

around the floods and finally start going down towards Colorado. There isn't much to

talk about this time. We have just been driving straight since we found that destroyed

town in Montana. I think it really scared everyone. We know what's going on and

everything but none of us have really seen that much damage where so many people

probably died. We don't talk much anymore, just sit in this car and drive. 

I think Jean is having the worst time of this, not being able to run around and

everything. I hope when we get to Denver, he can finally play soccer again. That

would probably give him some peace of mind.

The Journey
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Since nothing else really happened, that concludes this journal entry. Assume 

I died if there's no more writing. Maybe Jean will continue this if I die but I'm

not quite sure. I won't ramble anymore, so bye from Aria Artino - 

Ogusini, 15 years old

 

Journal entry  / June 27th, 2075

We are days away from Denver. No one is showing it but I know everyone is

excited. I also know everyone is really scared. If there was another earthquake

in Colorado or if the fires from Utah burned the whole state, I don't think my

family could keep going. They won't be able to handle the disappointment. I

don't even know where we would go after that. Maybe back up towards

Michigan. Or we could even go to Canada. I heard about some people there

who have a really good rescue camp going.

Anyways, an update about the states we have been driving through. There

wasn't too much damage from earthquakes, but there was flooding and a lot of

fires. The hot temperatures in those states have reached an extreme that is

killing plants and starting on the animals. We weren't able to find much of any

water because everything has dried up. I really hope there's water in Denver. I

am going to stop writing here because this is the last page in my journal. I don't

know if I will keep writing once I get there. I'm sure there will be plenty of

things to record, if I can get my hands on another book. Thank you for reading

my journal and following our little family as we try to find safety in this crisis.

This concludes the last entry of my journal.

 Bye from Aria Artino - Ogusini, 15 years old.

The Journey
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I’m eight years old. The U.S. has just declared victory over COVID and everyone is

celebrating. My parents take me and my sister to see the Nutcracker in Seattle. I sit

there enthralled the whole time. I know that’s what I want to do. When the show

ends it’s late, my sister has fallen asleep but I talk the whole way home to

Olympia. My parents finally sign me up for a ballet class starting next month.

I’m 13 years old. I arrive 30 minutes early to my dance studio for our nutcracker

auditions. This is my first Nutcracker with pointe shoes. I hope I get a snowflake,

or maybe a flower. There is lots of chatter as me and my friends stretch and warm

up. “Did you hear what Emma said to me?” “I think she’s going to be Clara this

year” “He got a girlfriend?” “Oh my God, did you see her feet?” “I know! They

looked so good.” “I wish I was that flexible.” Then “-fires are really bad this year.”

“What?” I ask. “The California fires are really bad this year. Almost 4 million acres

have been burned. My cousins had to evacuate their town.” Oh no, I think.

Shouldn’t they be doing something about that? But that's over there and I am over

here. And pretty soon the audition starts and the thoughts leave my mind.

I’m 18 years old. About to graduate high school. My friends and I are driving to

Starbucks to celebrate finishing our last round of finals. I’m going to Cornish

College of the Arts in Seattle and I’m going to become a ballerina. I’ve worked as

hard as I could since I was eight, I go to the studio six days a week, I stretch for half

an hour every night and when I’m not dancing, I’m watching other people dance.

But it’ll all pay off because I’m going to be a ballerina. We order our drinks. Sitting

with my friends I get a notification on my phone: Level 3 Hurricane to hit

California for the first time since 1858. I show it to my friends. We know there

have been more natural disasters and they will probably keep increasing but

again, that’s California. This is Washington. As we leave I see a sign over the trash

can: Keep plastic out of the ocean, Use reusable cups. Oh well, I think as I throw

my cup away. I mean, it’s only one cup. It’s not like it’ll make a big difference.

My Life
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I’m 21 years old. It’s wildfire season again and they are raging more than ever. My

college sent us all home on account of the smoke but Olympia is actually closer to the

fires so my parents are driving here and we are taking a plane to my grandparent’s

house in California. They live in the desert so the wild fires won’t get us. Sure, it

might be crowded and we won’t be able to go outside on account of the heat, but the

fire smoke is damaging even when we’re inside. And I can’t get lung damage. I

already get winded in ballet classes too easily, my teachers have made that very

clear. If it gets any worse, I might as well drop out. But, I remind myself, I’m not going

to get lung damage and I’m trying a new workout routine and diet so I’ll get better at

cardio. Then Elaine won’t look so smug every time the teachers tell me not to breathe

so loud. We have a month, I can definitely get better.

I’m 25 years old. After college I was offered an apprenticeship at Pacific Northwest

Ballet. When I found out, I called everyone I knew and told them, I was going to be a

ballerina! I didn’t even care that most apprentices came straight from high school so I

would be four years older than everyone else. I stayed in the program a year too

long, but I eventually got promoted to the corps de ballet. I’ll get to be onstage. I’m

driving home to Olympia for the holidays. I haven’t been back for at least a year. As I

crest a barren hill I get my first look at Olympia. It’s less green than I remember,

Almost all the forests around have been reduced to fields of stumps. Driving through

downtown, I see more tin sheds lining the streets than ever. The equator has become

practically uninhabitable. That means more immigrants from places like Brazil and

Ecuador. Most of them aren’t legal but it’s not like we would have enough housing

anyways. At the beginning, the police tried to stop them, but there were just too

many people, and they didn’t have anywhere else to go. As I go up the bridge, I look

down at the Puget Sound. It’s almost red in the daylight. There’s a poisonous algae

bloom in season. It’s such a pity. I remember when I was young, I loved looking at the

water. It was already too polluted to go in by that time, but I liked seeing if I could

spot a seal, or maybe I would get lost in thought, trying to fathom how much water

and life it held. But life goes on, and soon the excitement of seeing my family crowds

out my mourning.

My Life
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I am 30 years old. By now, we have to evacuate from the smoke every year. Seattle

and Olympia are still standing, but how many lives has it taken to keep it that way?

I’m driving down to Olympia again to get my parents so we can evacuate to Maine,

we can’t go to California anymore. Downtown has flood walls at least 5 feet tall, but

the pier has been abandoned anyways. And the water is almost acidic to the touch,

we haven’t had salmon through here for years. 

At 36 I fell and broke my ankle, the doctor said it would take years to build my

strength back up and by that time, I would be too old anyway. No one wants to hire

an old dancer. I was never Sugar Plum Fairy or Odette, I just stayed in the corps, I

was treated like a human backdrop for 10 years and now I can’t even do that. I move

to Olympia and start working at Bayview. Their new location of course, the old one

has long since become housing for those who don’t have anywhere else to go. My

parent’s house went up in flames a few years ago so I moved into an apartment with

them. 

And now I’m 52. I’m in my R.V. watching T.V. The announcer says And now a

startling new prediction made by top scientists at Yale University, according to a

new study, the world will become nearly uninhabitable for human life in the next

200 years due to man-made climate change. I shut the T.V. off. It’s just a bunch of

stuck up prudes acting like chicken little, pretending the world is crashing down

around us. They’ve been doing this for decades, And we’re still here. I mean, sure, a

few species have gone extinct but that's just what happens, the world changes. My

phone dings. Great, fire season is starting in April this year and we’ll have to flee to

the east coast in 5 days. A memory tugs at the back of my mind. I remember talking

to my friends back at dance about the California fires. It seems so weird that we were

worried about that, those seem like candle flames compared to the fires now. And

then I remember hearing that fires would worsen by those same cuckoo scientists.

But that did happen. And now I’m unearthing memories that I don’t remember

having. Running through the woods, swimming in lakes, watching a whale jumping

in the ocean. I remember every year we would go to our grandparents cabin in the

mountains. I would find this grove of trees and pretend I was onstage and all the

trees were watching me perform. 

My Life
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Now the wilderness is hard to come by, and it’s even harder to find old

growth like that, with the trees reaching up into the sky for what seems

like forever. I didn’t realize that I missed them. And I remember snow. I

used to open the blinds every day from November to February expecting

it to be there. Of course it almost never happened, but when it did, I would

immediately call all of my friends. We would get all dressed up in our

winter gear and play all day. Then troop inside cold, wet, and utterly

exhausted but happier than I’ve been in a long time. I remember not

having climate refugees, downtown wasn’t choked with them. I hadn’t

realized the change because of how slowly it had happened, but looking

back I don’t see how I could have missed it. Was I so wrapped up in my

own life that I didn’t even notice what was being taken from me?

My Life
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It was on an early Monday morning when I was awakened by my surprisingly

high-spirited sister. I could feel her hands shaking me violently as my eyes slowly

began to open. What sounded like a high piercing siren faded into Raven’s excited

but trembling voice. 

“Wake up Mirela! You have to come see this!” She exclaimed.
 

“Wha-” Before I could ask anything she quickly grabbed my hand and practically

dragged me out of the room.
 
“Raven calm down!” I yelled, but as my thoughts became clearer, it finally hit

me what she could be making such a big deal about.

My heart was thumping in my chest so hard that I could feel blood rushing

through every inch of my body.

‘Could it possibly be true?’ I thought to myself. ‘There’s no way.’

Once we were in the foyer Raven opened the door and a huge shimmering ray of

sunlight rushed in. I tried to hold back tears of joy as I gazed into the heavenly

bright blue sky. I closed my eyes and breathed in the fresh air that had been so

deeply missed for years on end. 

“I can’t believe it...the fog is gone.” I muttered. 

“C’mon don’t just stand there!” She laughed gleefully. 
 

We both instantly ran out the door. I couldn’t wait to feel the soft healthy grass

between my toes, the calming breeze against my face, and best of all the

everlasting warmth of the rising sun. I was delighted to go by the garden later to

smell the sweet-scented flowers and water them. I also wanted to ride that swing

The Golden Fog
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hanging on the tree branch, and splash in our pool like how I used to. The sound of

tweeting birds surprised me too, since I only ever heard them on the television

instead of in person.

Deep in my heart I knew that I was never going to take the outdoors for granted

again. I’d appreciate nature for as long as I lived. All of these thoughts raced

through my mind as I ran across the porch. 

Right when I was about to place my foot on the grass I woke up to the sound of my

alarm obnoxiously ringing. I sat up and looked out the window half-hoping what I

saw in my dream was real, but when I parted those curtains my heart sank into

crippling despair. I could see no blue sky, no birds, no people, or sunlight. All I

could see was the thick golden fog swallowing everything I held dear in this world.

My sister came in wearing an expression completely void of any of the happiness

she felt in my dream. She was carrying a bowl of dried up cereal and set it on my

bedside table.

“I brought you some food. I heard your stomach growling last night when I was

trying to fall asleep.”

“Oh, sorry, did I keep you up?” 

“Yeah but it’s fine. Just eat your breakfast and then help mom clean the

dishes.” 
 

With her voice so grey and lifeless, I was reminded that she and everyone in this

house was losing their sanity bit by bit. Everybody talked in that sort of tone

except for my naive little brother of course. He still didn’t quite understand what

was going on. The weight of reality was crushing me. Factories so dependent on

money pumped the golden fog into the air while the sun forever remained behind

the clouds, and the people who could still afford it would continue to buy their

products no matter what.

The Golden Fog
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The time to try and stop them had long since passed. No one dared to step a foot

outside, and even while wearing gas masks it was hard to see anything through

the fog. We’d have to keep staying indoors. We’d have to keep struggling to save

up enough food for our family. We’d have to hold onto what little hope we had

left for our futures…

The Golden Fog
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